Student-to-Student-Accommodation

We provide students who arrive at Freiburg from Ukraine with contacts to Freiburg resident students who have a free space on offer.

No matter what citizenship you have: as a student who had to leave the Ukraine after 24.02.2022, you can contact us (for details see below).

We have collected the contact details of numerous Freiburg students who are willing to provide you with a place to sleep, a bed, or a room. All student hosts speak English.

Some hosts can accommodate you for the first few days only; others can accommodate you for longer. We have already successfully matched hosts and guests in the past few days.

Why is it advisable for you to arrange for an accommodation before you register with the authorities of Freiburg?

This is because if you already have an accommodation (ideally for at least a few weeks), you can register at the Amt for Migration which offers the easiest and most convenient way to register.

The Amt for Migration provides all students arriving from Ukraine - regardless of citizenship - with registration, first financial support, and support towards health services. (The other way to register is with the LEA, the LandesErstAufnahmeStelle at Müllheimer Strasse. However, this is for people who have absolutely no contacts in Freiburg and no idea where to find an accommodation: they will get accommodation at LEA.)

Gladly, students can rely on the solidarity of Freiburg students for an easy and quick way to find more cozy and private places to stay. This will also relieve some pressure from LEA.

What we can NOT help you with: (among some other things)

● We cannot provide advice on studying in Freiburg, admission, and immatriculation. The International Admissions Services at University Freiburg has a counseling service you may approach for these questions (https://www.studium.uni-freiburg.de/en/counseling/).

● If you are a citizen not of Ukraine but of another state, we can neither predict nor influence the duration of your permission to stay in Germany. Students with Ukrainian citizenship will be granted one year of residence permit as a minimum upon registration, but this does not necessarily apply to students with other citizenships who can return to their home countries safely. This point is yet unclear - it will only be clarified in the upcoming weeks or months.

This initiative was established by staff of the Science and Technology Studies Professorship at University Freiburg. (Silvia Stösser & Veronika Lipphardt, 10.03.2022, Freiburg)

Please note: This is an informal volunteer service. We provide no contracts and have no legally binding role. The information we give out might be outdated or incorrect by the time you receive it, so please double check.

Contact us at: email: office-sts@ucf.uni-freiburg.de
or phone/SMS/WhatsApp: +49 175 9413260